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This paper deals with multivariate stable distributions. Press has given an 
explicit algebraic representation of characteristic functions of such distributions 
[I. Multiwariate Analysis 2 (1972), 444-4621. We present counter-examples 
and correct proofs of some of the statements of Press. The properties of multi- 
variate stable distributions, connected with the spectral measure r, present in 
the expression of the characteristic function, are studied. 
In this paper stable distributions in k-dimensional Euclidean space R, , 
k > 2 are considered. Press [6] gave an explicit algebraic representation of 
characteristic functions (ch.f.) of multivariate stable distributions. Unfortunately, 
in the proof of the main result in [6] there are some mistakes, and even the 
result is wrong. Only part of the multivariate stable distributions has ch.f. 
which can be expressed by means of such algebraic representation. We present 
counter-examples and correct proofs of some of the statements of Press. The 
properties of stable distributions, connected with spectral measure r, present 
in the expression of ch.f. are studied. 
1 
Before proceeding we introduce some notations and definitions. If x, y E R, , 
x = (Xl ,...) Xk), Y = (Yl 9*-*9 yk) then (x, y) = Xi”=, xiyi , II x II = (x, x)1/2. Let 
p be some probability distribution defined on Bore1 subsets of R, and b > 0. 
Then Tbp stands for the distribution defined by the equality 
TG@) = ,4+4, b-IA = {x E R,: x = b-‘y, y E A) 
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and S, stands for the distribution, degenerate at the point a E R, . A set S,, is 
called the support of p if: (i) S,, is closed and the complement of S,, has p-measure 
zero, (ii) if x E S, and if V is open with x E V then ,u( V) > 0. L(A) denotes the 
closed linear subspace of R, , generated by set A. A measure p on R, is called 
nondegenerate if S, is not contained in a hyperplane. For measures on 
S, = {x E Rk , I( x (1 = 1) we shall use the following definition: a measure T 
on S, is nondegenerate if L(Sr) = R, . It is worthwhile to note (as was pointed 
out to me by the referee) that these two definitions are invariant under the 
relevant group operations in R, and S, , which are vector addition and rotation, 
respectively, and this fact is important for our Proposition 1. 
A distribution p in R, is said to be stable if for any two scalars 6, > 0, b, > 0 
there exists scalar b > 0 and a E R, such that 
where t denotes the convolution operation between probability measures. It 
is known (see, e.g., [2, 3, or 71) that p is stable iff its ch.f. is of the form 
f(t) = exp{@, a) - (At, t)>, 01=2 
where a, t E Rk , S, = {x E R,: (( x I] = l}, T = a finite Bore1 measure on S, , 
A = a positive semidefinite symmetric matrix of order k. In the following the 
function /Id(t) will be called asymmetry function, and if /I@(t) = 0 then such 
distribution is symmetric. For convenience J’ will be called spectral measure 
of stable distribution p. 
Beginning with the representation (l), Press [6] made an attempt to simplify 
the expression of multivariate stable ch.f. and to give a new representation 
without integral with respect to measure lT But some arguments in Press’ 
proof are incorrect;l hence we shall first indicate the way of demonstration 
and mistakes and then we shall show what can be done to correct some of these 
statements. 
1 The referee has pointed out that there is a footnote about this in [8]. 
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For the sake of simplicity let us consider the case 01 # 1,O < CY < 2 and denote 
Let measure r be discrete with atoms at points sj , j = 1,2,..., m, j[ sj 11 = 1, 
J’(sj) = p, . Denoting by Qj the matrix with elements p5”?ji)~y), where sti’ 3 9 
i = 1, 2,..., k are coordinates of si , we can write 
pj \(t, $)\a = (py(t, Sj)2)dj2 = (&?$)a~2 
(t’ denotes vector-column) and we obtain the formula (2.10) from [6]: 
T(t) = f ~(tL$t.)“‘P (I - itg -qJ- #$I, 
j-1 
Hence it follows that 
where 
(2) 
Here the wrong statement is stated in [6]: J2j for eachj = 1, 2,..., m is a positive 
semidefinite symmetric matrix of rank rj , 1 < rj < K. As a matter of fact all 
matrices 0, are of rank 1. If m = 1 then the ch.f. has expression 
exp(-(tS2,t’)al~ (1 - itg(ror/2) sign(t, Q)} and one can easily make certain 
that random vector (r.v.) with such ch.f. is degenerate and concentrated on the 
line, passing through the origin of coordinates and the point s, where the 
measure r is concentrated. This fact can be deduced from a more general 
result, obtained in [l] for stable distributions in a separable Hilbert space. 
Namely, it has been shown there thatL(S,) = L(S,). So we are able to formulate 
the following statement: 
PROPOSITION 1. A stuble distribution p in R, with discrete spectral meusure I’ 
is nondegenerate ~8 the number of atoms of I’ is not less than k and k of them are 
linearly independent. 
Now we shall deal with the case when r is absolutely continuous with respect 
to Lebesgue measure w on S, . It is the case T(ds) = Q(s) w(ds) with non- 
negative and summable with respect to w function @. Here is the most essential 
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mistake made by Press: It is asserted that invoking mean value theorem in 
integral 
T(t) = J:, l(t, s)l” [l - itg z.E- N] @j(s) w(ds), 
2 I(4 41 
afl, O<oIt2 
gives 
T(t) = (tQt’)al2 [l - itg 7 +-$I, 
1 So 
where Q = @/@(so) so’ . so , and so denote a value of s intermediate to its range 
of definition. But if it were so we should obtain exactly the same ch.f. as in 
the case when spectral measure r is concentrated at one point ~6 . It was shown 
above that in this case the distribution p is concentrated on a line, which contra- 
dicts the equality L(S,,) = L(Sr). It is easy to see that the application of mean 
value theorem is not correct in this case; the integrand depends on t too, so 
the intermediate point so in general is dependent on t. 
Singular (with respect to W) measures r on S, are not considered at all in [6], 
so it follows that only the case of discrete spectral measure I’ is treated correctly 
and in this case, ch.f. of the multivariate stable law has the form given in (2). 
The following questions arise quite naturally. What spectral measures r 
correspond to ch.f. with matrices sZj of rank more than one and what form does 
asymmetry function /3,(t) take ? (The form ,$(t) given in (2) has meaning only 
in the case of matrices of rank one, since the matrix of rank >l cannot be 
expressed in the form s’ . s, s E &). Can all stable ch.f.‘s or at least ch.f.‘s of 
symmetric stable distributions be represented by means of quadratic forms ? 
We can give only a partial answer to the first question, but there is a negative 
answer to the second one. 
THEOREM. (a) The expression 
exP j-5 (tQ&yj, 0 < a: < 2, 
i=l 
(3) 
where Qni for each i = 1, 2,..., m is positive semidejnite symmetric matrix of 
order k and rank ri , 1 < ri < k, is the ch.f. of some symmetric non-Gaussian 
stable distribution in R, . 
(b) There are symmetric stable distribzltions in R, with ch.f. which cannot 
be expressed by (3). 
Proof, The statement (a) is proved if we show that the function exp(-11 t Iv} 
is ch.f. of some symmetric stable r.v. in R, , say E, since then r.v. A[, where A 
is a matrix of order k and rank r, 1 < r < k has the ch.f. exp(-(tJ2t’)“/z} with 
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symmetric positive semidefinite matrix !J = AA’ of rank r. Let us put 1‘ = w 
(we recall that w is Lebesgue measure on S,). Then 
where 
f = till t I!, c(~Y> = jsl ICE, s)~a w(ds) Gw(~l). 
The property of invariance of Lebesgue measure with respect to orthogonal 
transformations in R, was used in the last equality. By simple norming we can 
achieve the desired result T(t) = 11 t ll”. It is interesting to note, that in this 
example we can see how to use the mean value theorem correctly. Namely 
but S, must be chosen so that I(& ~s)j~ = C(CX)(W(&))-l and obviously for all 
t # 0 such S, E S, exists (but is nonunique), since 0 < C(ol)/w(SJ < 1 and the 
function h(s) = I(& s)ja satisfies the same inequalities 0 < h(s) < 1, s E S, . 
To demonstrate (b) we shall construct an example of stable ch.f. which has 
a different form than that given in (3). For simplicity let K = 2. If we go over 
to polar coordinates then it is obvious that the spectral measure P can be given 
as any measure on interval [0, 2~71. Let us denote 
sl = Cos q~, s, = sin I, 0 < v < 27r, t = /j t 1) (cos y, sin y), 0 < y < 27r. 
Then we have 
= II t I/ jo2" COS(P - r> WI/ t II I co+P - r)l) VP), a= 1. (4) 
EXAMPLE 1. Let a: = 1, r(h) = @j(v) dp, and 
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Then pi(t) E 0 and 
T(t) = 2 II t II g(7, YIP g(7, Y) = LT-, I cm ?J I dP* 
Putting 7 = 7r/4 we obtain 
g(?r/J, y) = 2 - 42 cos y, -n/4 < y < T/4 
= -t/Z! sin y, x/4 < Y d (T/2) + (fll4) 
=2+ 1/2cosy, (p/2) + (a/4) c y < -Jr + (7114) 
= -flsiny, m f (p/4) -c y -c (3+) i- (r/4). 
Let us denote the parts of the plane between the lines t, = ts and t, = -t, 
by Ai , i = l,..., 4 (A, is the part with tl > 0, A, is the part with tz > 0 and 
so on). Then we obtain the following ch.f. of symmetric Cauchy distribution 
where 
f(t) = exp(-- WI, (5) 
8T(t) = 2 II tII - a, , tE4, 
= a,, tE4, 
= 2 II t Ii + d% 9 tE4, 
= -a,, teA4. 
It is obvious that the ch.f. given above cannot be expressed by means of quadratic 
forms as ch.f. given in (3). Thus the theorem is proved. 
It is easy to make sure that a stable bivariate Cauchy distribution with ch.f. (5) 
(as well as all symmetric distributions with ch.f. given in (3)) possesses the 
following property: All linear combinations of the coordinates follow an uni- 
variate symmetric Cauchy distribution. 
Now we shall give two more examples of stable ch.f. in Rz with the purpose 
of showing the complexity of the structure of stable ch.f. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let us put in (4) I’(&) = @r(v) dv, Gl(p) = 1 for 0 f p0 < 
9 ., y1 < 21~ and @,(pl) = 0 for other values of p in the interval [O, 27r]. Then <
T(t) = I,(t) + &(t), (6) 
where 
683/6/3-z 
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We observe that if qpl - QJ~ = kz, k = 1,2, then t,(t) is independent of y and 
is a function only on /) t jla, since the function ) cos 4 1 has period n. In the case 
rpl - sp,, = 27r, &(t) = 0 and we have the case of symmetric stable ch.f., con- 
sidered at point (a) of the theorem. When vr - vs takes some other values we 
can obtain asymmetric stable distributions for which the function h(t) is not 
expressible by means of quadratic forms. Thus, for example, putting (II = 1, 
++, = 0, T~I = 3~12 we come to the result 
L(t) = 211 t II + tz + 4 7 t, b 0, t2 z 0, 
=4ll~ll--tz+~,, t, < 0, t2 3 0, 
= 2 I( t 11 - t, - t, , t, ,< 0, tz < 0, 
= 4 II t II -i- t2 - t, > t, >, 0, tz < 0. 
EXAMPLE 3. Another interesting example is obtained by putting in (6) 
a= 1, (po=o, q1= V. We omit the computations and write the result, the 
ch.f. of the asymmetric stable Cauchy distribution 
(7) 
where 
a(t) = 2t2 log I t, I - 2t2 + II t II log // : jl _+ fa * 2 
One can easily see that the first coordinate of the r.v. with ch.f. (7) has the 
symmetric Cauchy distribution, since f(tl , 0) = exp{-2 ( t, I>. It is somewhat 
more difficult to make sure that the second coordinate of the r.v. follows com- 
pletely the asymmetric Cauchy law with parameter /3 = 1. This example is 
interesting for one more reason: By means of (7) we can assert that 
exp 
i 
-2 2 psz$)1/2 + i(1 lx) /iqtAJ] 
i=l 1 
with Q = Ai * Ai’, i = I, 2 ,..., m, symmetric positive semidefinite matrix of 
order 2, is ch.f. of some asymmetric bivariate Cauchy law. 
Thus the theorem and examples show that there are many stable distributions, 
the ch.f. of which cannot be expressed by means of quadratic forms. What is 
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more, it is very diflicult (at any rate it seems so to us) to describe all the cases 
when we can do it. It is not clear how to evaluate the integral T(t) in the case 
of singular (with respect to w) measure T. 
At the end of this section one can note that the structure of multidimensional 
stable distributions is more complicated than the structure of univariate ones, 
and this fact has the following explanation. Univariate non-Gaussian stable 
distributions are determined by means of spectral measure r on the unit sphere 
too (and, of course, by characteristic exponent OL, 0 < 01 < 2). But on the line 
the unit sphere consists only of two points: 1 and -1, and there are only three 
possible cases: (i) Q-1) = T(l), we have a symmetric distribution with p = 0; 
(ii) all the mass is concentrated at one point; this corresponds to the case /3 = &-1; 
(iii) T(-J=l) # 0, T(-1) # T(l), then /3 # 0, -1 <p < 1. When we go over 
to bivariate case we observe that the set of all finite measures on unit sphere 
is far richer and more complicated, so it seems that there is no need to put a 
task of describing the class of all stable ch.f. without evident presence of integral 
with respect to the spectral measure T. Perhaps the above mentioned problem 
of finding all measures r for which we can evaluate the integral under considera- 
tion is more interesting. 
2 
Using the results of Section 1 we come to the conclusion that other results 
of Press [6], depending on algebraic representation of stable ch.f. can be regarded 
as correctly proved only in the case of the discrete spectral measure and for 
part of symmetric stable distributions. Some of these results can be proved 
using the general form of stable ch.f. given in (1). Here we shall deal with one 
of the most interesting problems considered in [6], the measure of association 
between coordinates of bivariate symmetric stable vector. For the bivariate 
stable vector with ch.f. 
f(t) = exp -f (tQit’)rr/2 
I i=l I 
= exp 
I 
-g (Wll(i) h2 + 2no,2w v2 + w22w f')."/ (8) 
the association parameter (a.p.) p was defined in [6] as follows: 
XL w12(i) 
’ = EL w,(i) ZE1 wz2W2 * 
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Jt was shown in [6] that for a = 2 the a.p. p coincides with the ordinary correla- 
tion coefficient of the bivariate Gaussian random vector and for 0 < CL < 2 
the a.p. p possesses all the properties of the correlation coefficient: (i) always 
< p < 1, (ii) if coordinates of r.v. with ch.f. (8) are independent then 
LL 0, (iii) if ) p 1 = 1 then the distribution is degenerate. 
But since the expression (8) does not represent all symmetric stable bivariate 
distributions, it is desirable to introduce another characteristic, which on the 
one hand would be applicable to all symmetric stable r.v. in R, and on the other 
hand would have all the properties as characteristic p, We shall show that the 
quantity p” which will be defined below and will be called generalized association 
parameter (g.a.p.) meets the case. 
As the measure r on S, is finite we can define the probability distribution 
P on S, by means of the equality f(A) = r(S)(r(S,))-l, A being a Bore1 set 
on S, . 
Let X = (X, , Xa) b e b ivariate r.v. with the distribution p. Define 
E-G& 
p” = (EX12EX22)l/2 * (9) 
Note that as a consequence of the symmetry of r, EX, = EX, = 0, therefore 
p” is the correlation coefficient of r.v. X, and since X is concentrated on S, we get 
c2= cos q~ sin q F(dy) 
p”” “0 
( lzr cos2 rp p(dtp) /ozr sin2 v  &$))‘lp 
1 sin 2~ Wd 
Jo = 
2 (son cos2 9 T(dcp) low sin2 q T(dq))l” ’ 
Let the measure r be discrete with jumps at points ~~ , k = 1, 2,..., 2m, 
O<qk<r for k=l,2 ,..,, m, ~,,+~=?~+n, I=1 ,..., m and r(&= 
~(IJJ~ + n) = pk , k = 1,2 ,..., m. Then 
p = 2(CzI pi cos2 pi cEl pi sin2 QJ2 ’ 
p = 2(x;“_, p,“f= cos2 pi czl pfl” sin2 pi)1/2 . 
When we compare these two expressions we come to the following conclusions. 
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Firstly, in the case 01 = 2 both expressions coincide with the ordinary correlation 
coefficient of Gaussian r.v. Secondly, g.a.p. p” for 0 < OL < 2 is independent 
of LI and is defined entirely by the spectral measure r. It seems to us the last 
property is rather natural, since the parameter 01 characterizes “radial” behavior 
of stable distributions (e.g., the existence of moments), while the spectral 
measure r characterizes “spherical” behavior. 
Now we shall demonstrate that g.a.p. p” possesses all these properties which 
a.p. p does. The property (i) results from the definition (9). In the following 
section we shall prove that if stable r.v. in R, has independent coordinates then 
the spectral measure r sits on the intersection of S, with the coordinate axes, 
whence it follows the property (ii). The equality 1 p” 1 = 1 means that bivariate 
r.v. X is concentrated in a one-dimensional subspace, whence it follows that r 
is concentrated at two symmetric points of S, . This in turn implies the statement 
that stable distribution under consideration is concentrated on a line. (It is 
interesting to note that in [6] there was the incorrect statement that the linear 
dependence can occur only in the case (Y = 2; the distribution with ch.f. 
exp{-1 t, + t, I”> is concentrated on the bisector of the first and the third 
quadrants for any o1,O < OL < 2.) 
We shall give one more fact concerning g.a.p. p”. Let bivariate random vector 
5 have ch.f. 
f(t) = exp(-C(uF: + 2~o~u,t~t~ + u~%:)“‘~) (10) 
with the nonsingular quadratic form. Such ch.f.‘s are of some importance; in 
particular, case 01 = 1, since in this case one can get density expressed in a 
simple form (see [6]). In the case OL = 1 the quantity Y  is present in the remainder 
term in the limit theorem for sum of independent identically distributed r.v. 
being in the domain of attraction of this Cauchy distribution (see [4, 51). We 
shall prove that Y  is just a g.a.p. of r.v. I. Let 7 be r.v. with ch.f. exp(--C 11 t /la}. 
We know that for appropriate constant C r.v. X on S, has uniform distribution. 
Let us take matrix 
Then the r.v. l = Ar) has ch.f. given in (10) with aI2 = 1 + pIa, uz2 = 1 + pz2, 
Y  = (uiu.J-1 (pl + pJ. On the other hand it is easy to make sure that r.v. 
Y = AX has the correlation coefficient Y. Thus we have proved the following 
PROPOSITION 2. For any symmetric bivariate stable distribution with ch.f. 
g.a.p. p” given in (9) has the properties: 
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(i) always -1 < p” < 1 and if a distribution corresponds to a Y.V. with 
independent coordinates, then p” = 0; 
(ii) ;f ) p” / = 1 th en the distribution is concentrated on a line; 
(iii) for 01 = 2, p” coincides with a correlation coeficient of Gaussian r.v.; 
(iv) p” is independent of OL and depends only on the spectral measure P, 
(v) ;f ch.j. is given in (10) then r is g.a.p. 
We shall give some examples. We had in Example 1 the ch.f. for which the 
characteristic p cannot be defined while the easy computations show that p” = 0. 
If I’ = w then p = p” = 0. If we take the symmetric bivariate stable law with 
I’(dg)) = (1 - sin 2~) dq+ 0 < q < 27r, then we get p” = 2-l. 
In the case of an asymmetric stable distribution in R, we can define g.a.p. p” 
by means of normed spectral measure 1” as follows: 
E(Xl - Ex,>(& - Ex,> 
p” = [E(X, - EXl)2 E(X, - EX2)2]l’2 ’ (11) 
where (X, , X2) is r.v. on S, with the distribution i? But unfortunately this 
characteristic does not possess all these properties, given in Proposition 2 in 
the case of symmetric r. Indeed, if r.v. f has independent coordinates then 
from Proposition 4, given below, it results that r is concentrated at points 
(IId, 01, (0, fl). L e usdenote~((l,O)) ==p, ,fi((O, 1)) =p2 ,fs((--1,O)) =p, , t 
Ifi((O, -1)) =p, , p, +p, + pa +p, = 1, then it follows that 
WC - Ex,)(X, - EX,) = -ala2 , 
where a, = EX, = p, -pa , a2 = EX, = p2 - pd . On the other hand the 
coefficients of asymmetry of coordinates are equal al/(pl + p,) and a2/(p2 + p4), 
respectively. Thus in the case of independent coordinates the quantity p defined 
in (11) equals to zero only with the additional assumption that at least one of 
coordinates is symmetric. 
3 
When we deal with K-dimensional r.v. possessing the moments of second 
order, the correlation matrix is characteristic which shows the association 
between the coordinates of r.v. But it is well known that the stable non-Gaussian 
r.v.‘s do not possess such moments so the concept of correlation matrix is 
meaningless. We shall show that the correlation matrix of r.v. X on S, with 
the distribution F(A) = &4)(r(SJ)-l characterizes to some extent the associa- 
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tion between the coordinates of the symmetric stable r.v. Let us denote this 
matrix by Ar. Then we are able to state the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3. For any symmetric stable r.v. 5 in R, with ch.f. 
exp i-s,, I(t, s)la r(ds)l, t, s E R, , 0 < oc G 2 
the matrix A,, de$ned above, has the followitig properties: 
(i) if coordinates of 5 are independent then A, is the identity matrix of 
order k (converse is not true in general, what can be seen in the case T = w); 
(ii) ; f  det A, = 0 then 6 is concentrated in subspace of dimension <k; 
(iii) ;f 01 = 2 then A, coincides with the correlation matrix of Gaussian r.v. 
with zero mean. 
Remark. Gaussian ch.f. can be written in the same form as other stable 
ch.f.‘s (see [l, p. 1501). 
The proof of Proposition 3 is omitted since it is analogous to the proof of 
the preceding proposition and leans heavily on the following: 
PROPOSITION 4. A stable r.v. is with independent coordinates ifi spectral measure 
I’sits on the intersection of S, with the coordinate axes of R, . 
The last statement is a corollary of more general result. Let 5 be an infinitely 
divisible r.v. in R, with ch.f. 
g(t) = exp [i(t, a) + jR; [ei’r*z) - 1 - i(t’ ‘) ] M(dx)/, 
1 + II x I? 
(12) 
where R,’ = R, - (0) and the nonnegative measure M is defined for all Bore1 
sets of Rk not containing zero and satisfies 
I Ilxll>F 
M(dx) < 00 for all E > 0, 
I ,u,,<l II x II2 MW < ~0. 
PROPOSITION 5. R.v. 5 with ch.f. (12) is with independent coordinates # 
measure M is concentrated on coordinate axes. 
Sufficiency is obvious. In order to prove the necessity we must find all 
measures M satisfying 
cos(t, x) - 1 - ; (cos &xi - 1) 
i=l I 
M(dx) = 0 for all t E R, . 
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Fix t E R, and consider the function 
H,(x) = cos(t, x) - 1 - i (cos t&r, - 
i=l 
1) = k - 1 - h,(x), 
where 
k I k \ 
h,(x) = c cos t,xi - cos c tixi . 
i=l t 1 id 
It is easy to see that h,(x) < k - I and h,(x) = k - 1 only for x = ue, , 
j = l,..., k where ej is a coordinate vector in Rk , a-any real number. Thus 
it follows that H,(X) = 0 for all t E R, for x being on coordinate axes and for 
the rest points x the function H,(X) has the constant sign. This implies the 
measure M is concentrated on coordinate axes. Thus the proof of the proposition 
is complete. 
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